Efficacy of fluorescence-based PCR-SSCP for detection of point mutations.
We assessed the efficiency of fluorescence-based PCR single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis (PCR-SSCP) using an automated DNA sequencer and analysis software. We evaluated 48 point mutations in a 191-bp stretch of mouse beta-globin. The mutations included 10 transversions and 38 transitions; and both types of mutation were compared at six different locations in the PCR fragment. Mobilities of the red dye-labeled internal standard fragments were non-proportional to size but highly reproducible and were used to normalize or correct minor differences in apparent electrophoretic mobility between lanes. Forty-six of forty-eight mutants (96%) were distinguished from wild type when run in separate lanes using one set of conditions. Co-electrophoresis of wild type and mutant in the same lane resolved 100% of 45 mutants from wild type. Under conditions of this study, the magnitude of mobility shifts resulting from the globin mutations were largely determined by position of the mutation, rather than by the nature of the substitution (transition vs. transversion). However, examination of paired mutations at the same position revealed that some substitutions cause greater mobility shifts than others.